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PUNCTUATION AND CAPITAL LETTERS
(B) Punctuate these sentences? Remember to capitalise where needed.
1. the lion is the king of the forest
The lion is the king of the forest.
2. my pet likes to run play and swim
My pet likes to run, play and swim
3. wow this painting is so beautiful
Wow this painting is so beautiful..
4. what is your name
What is your name?
5. hurray today we're going to get a little puppy
Hurray ! Today we're going to get a little puppy.
6. why are the babies crying
Why are the babies crying
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1). Tick (√) the correct options.
a. Who collects various kinds of spoons?
i) Bani ii) Alvi. ✓
b. Where does Alvi keep the spoons?
i) in a small box ✓ ii) in a big box
c. Which is Alvi's favourite spoons?
i) the shell spoon ii) the cinnamon spoon ✓
d.Which spoon does Bani pick up?
i) the shell spoon ✓

ii) the cinnamon spoon
2). Write T for true and F for false.
a.Bani collects spoons. (F)
b. Alvi has only one spoon in her collection.( F)
c.Alvi hates the cinnamon spoon.(F)
d. The cinnamon spoon is good for eating ice creams.(T)
e. Cinnamon smells sweet and spicy.(T)

3). Which four spoons of different flavours would you like to have?
a. Sweet. b. spicy c.cinnamon d.sour.
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Composition
20th February was my friend Sonia's birthday.
It was at Sagar Palace.
Bunch of my school mates and friends were there.
I gave him a greeting card for his birthday.
I ate cake , chilli potato and many more.
I had a lot of fun attending the party.

Questions and answers --Lesson--4
Q 1.write the definition of pronouns? Give an example.
Ans--Pronouns are wordsathat are used in place of nouns

to avoid repetition.example--I, you,he she etc.
Lesson--5
Q.1 What is verbs? Give an example.
Ans--Words that talk about some action are known as
Verbs or action words.example-- see, run,sing etc.
Lesson--6
Q.1.Write the definition of adjectives? Give an example.
Ans---Words that tell us about nouns are called adjectives
Or describing words.example--tall,fat etc.

